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Millberry Union strives for profits
By Charles Pillar

Assistant Managing Editor
Anyone who has spent more than a year
around UCSF has probably noticed the
dramatic changes taking place at
Millberry Union during the last few
months. These include the fancy new
Millberry Cafe, carved out of the old
cafeteria, and the extensive cosmetic
surgery performed on MU Bookstore.

According to recently appointed Direc-
tor of Student Business Services Ruby
Freeman, this is only the begin-
ning. Major plans are ufiderway to prop-
up the financially ailing enterprise.

"All the changes taking place in
Millberry Union are positive changes,"
Freeman said. MU has been "one of the
forgotten places too long." She called the
union "a very positive force" for the cam-
pus.

Despite an up-beat attitude, Freeman
acknowledged that "Millberry Union has
some very serious financial problems.
That cannot be overstated." The
problems have been building for years.

When asked about the financial health
of each of three MU sections —
bookstore; food service; programs,
recreation and operations — shereplied,
"Poor, poor, poor."

"They are trying their best to hang in
there," Freeman said. "Each manager
has to be creative in producing revenue."
She does not expect the student union to
reach abreak-even point for years.

Millberry has always been more dif-
ficult to fund than other campus depart-
ments. This is because these "auxiliary"
areas don't qualify for state or federal
funds, as do academic departments. The
result has been serious spending deficits.

Until a few years ago, the bookstore
made enough profit to offset losses in
other MU services. But according to
Freeman, when the School of Dentistry
took over sales of dental instruments
from the bookstore, a lion's share of the
store's profits went with it.

Freeman explained that matters went
from bad to worse when UC Systemwide
Administration recently began charging
interest on internal loans made to depart-
ments which ran-up deficits. And the
bookstore, which formerly was able to
sell strictly on consignment, is now re-
quired to own its inventory. Because pur-
chases will be made over a period of
years, interest alone will amount to ap-
proximately $65,000per year, she said.

Each of MU's three areas will be work-
ing toward' long-term financial solvency— and cannot depend on each other to
help out in tße'meantime. MU "will sur-
vive," Freeman said, because "Now the
managers will pay attention to real
management," using a combination of
cutbacks and creativity instead of routine
reliance on deficit spending.

Plan for profitability
The first step for revenue enhancement

was the major bookstore remodeling,
completed last spring with $65,000 from
MU's reserve fund. "I'm very com-
fortable with the progress" since then,
said Freeman, although volume is not yet
up significantly. She predicted pro-
fitability is "years down the road." given
the huge debt the store is saddled with.

Before making other major changes,
UCSF enlisted the UC Berkeley Survey
Research Center to poll 1,400 members
of the campus community for their opi-
nions on campus auxiliary services. Some
of the most consistently-expressed desires
have been fulfilled, at least in part, by
Millberry Cafe.

It's too soon to tell if the cafe will pull
the food service out of its longstanding

Nelder
answers
critics

By Paul Herron
San Francisco Supervisor Wendy Nelder
believes "vested interests" of the medical
and dental professions, the government
and the business community have limited
open debate on the safety and efficacy of
fluoridated water.

Nelder recently has received
widespread criticism — to the point of
ridicule — over her attempt to revive the
fluoridation debate. Her efforts are part
of a largely unsuccessful antifluoridation
movement. In a recent interview, she
labeled the scientific community "closed
minded."

"I firmly believe that if there is a possi-
ble toxic effect of fluoride at any level,"
said Nelder, "it ought to be your choice
to drink it or eat itour put it in your pipe
and smoke it."

Nelder raised questions regarding
fluoride's effect on the immune system
and possible toxic levels within the food
chain. She stated that Canada as well as
several American cities have outlawed its
use. "Nobody knows all the answers,"
she said, comparing potential hidden
dangers of fluoride with thalidomide, a
tranquilizer once considered safe for
pregnant women which caused
thousands of birth defects. Nelder based
her questions mainly on the studies of
Dr. John Yiamouyiannis, an Ohio-based
biochemist.

Ernest Newbrun, UCSF oral biologist
and fluoride specialist, called these con-
tentions "the standard antifluorida-
tionist line." He noted a World Health
Organization report which questioned
the Yiamouyiannis studies' methodology.

Tnere has not been a large-scale study
on fluoride's effect on the immune
system, and Newbrun said, "There is no
basis for one." Fluoride is a naturally oc-
curring elementand does not cause a tox-
ic build-up in the food chain.

As for the outlawing of fluoride in
Canada, "Nelder is wrong," Newbrun

Curtains up

PHOTO BY RICHGUERRA

Second-year mcd hams Jonathan Pevsner, Harry Dennis, Mike
Hughes and Jeff Drutman (left to right) were part of last week's
"Medical School Burlesque." See page 3 for a review and more
pictures.

New light on infant mortality
By Barry Vinocur

Like most parents, Denice Maria had
heard of Sudden Infant Death Syndrome
(SIDS), but like most parents she
believed her infant was immune.
"Shortly after Jennifer was born, 1 was
sitting there feeding her whena television
show on SIDS came on. I remember
thinking, that's really terrible, but it
could never happen to us."

By definition, SIDS deaths occur in
otherwise healthy babies and remain
unexplained after a routine autopsy.
SIDS is the leading cause of death among
infants between one week and one year of
age, claiming 6,500 to 8,000 a year. (It is
rare in infants younger than one month
or older than one year)". According to the
federal Health Services Administration,
SIDS accounts for 40 percent of all
infant mortalities in the United States.

Despite its mysterious nature, doctors
have noticed a remarkable similarity in
case histories. The infant dies in its sleep,
and adults who were nearby report no
unusual sounds or cries.

Denice Maria and her husband tell
such a story. Their 2-month-old daughter

was at the home of aclose friend who put
Jennifer to bed for her nap. When she
returned to check on her, the infant was
dead.

Parents of SIDS victims share more
than grief. They all wonder whether they
did, or didn't do, something that caused
their babies' deaths. They also often find
that neighbors, friends and even health
care professionals may suspect them of
child abuse. "After all," one victim's
mother said, "it's hard to understand
how a perfectly normal baby could die so
suddenly withoutany cause."

Victim's link
But researchers now believe SIDS

victims are not perfectly normal. "Ten to
12 years ago, we thought these babies
were totally normal, except for maybe a
minor cold. But now we know that while
they may not be 'sick' infants, in subtle
ways they're not normal," explained Dr.
Alfred Steinschneider, president of the
Atlanta-based SIDS Institute.

The difference, these researchers
believe, involves damage to the body's
respiratory control center located in the
brain stem. That damage, their evidence

suggests, occursbefore birth as theresult
of a reduction in the amount of oxygen
supplied to the fetus — a conditioncalled
fetal hypoxia.

The strongest evidence to date
supporting this theory comes from work
by Dr. Richard L. Naeye and his
colleagues at the Pennsylvania State
University School of Medicine, first
reported on in 1982.

The group analyzed data from nearly
54,000 pregnancies and found 130 SIDS
deaths. Looking for possible risk factors
common to the SIDS victims, they
identified five.

The first factor was something long
associated with SIDS, though
researchers do not think it is a cause:
Most victims had a mild infection
(usually of the upper respiratory tract)
when they died. The other four factors
occurred during the mother's pregnancy
and all could have led to significant
reductions in the amount of oxygen
reaching the fetus. They include a big
drop in the mother's blood pressure in
the last three months of pregnancy,

continued on page 6
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GSA
Register to vote

A voter registration table will be set up in Saunder's Court during Women Voters
Registration Week, September 24 to 28 from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30p.m. Sponsored by
GSA and the Women's Resource Center.
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Announcements
Study list filing

Fall quarter study list filing will be October 1 to 4 in the Nurses' Lounge, third floor
of the Nursing building. Study lists must be filled out and approved prior to filing.
At the time of filing, students must present either an I.D. card with a current sticker
for a fall quarter cash receipt.

Student 1.0.pictures
The Registrar's office will be taking I.D. pictures during study list filing, October 1
to 3, in the Nurses' Lounge. There will be a $3 replacement fee for lost cards. New
students who have not yet received an I.D. card are not charged. The next date to
have pictures taken is October 17. in the Registrar's office between 9 a.m. and 4
p.m.

'Fit To Be Untied*
"Fit To Be Untied" is playing at the Red Victorian. 1659 Haight St. on October 4,
1984 at 7:10 and 9:20 p.m. The Italian documentary, inspired by the Democratic
Psychiatry movement, protests the institutionalizationof mentalpatients and offers, a perspective on the interplay of society, patient, and institution. Bruno Bossio, a
representative of the filmmaking cooperative introduces and discusses each screen-
ing.

Baezfilm
"There But For Fortune," the story of Joan Baez' Latin American concert tour, a
journey impeded by government interferencekicks off the Images of Women of Col-
or series on October 2. Every Tuesday in October another film is featured from noon
to 1 p.m. in HSW-302. The series is sponsored by the Women's Resource Center
and theAffirmative Action Office. Call 666-5836 for more information.

International folkdancing
An ongoing class emphasizing Greek, Israeli, Romanian, Bulgarian, Yugoslav and
French dances meets every Tuesday, 1 to 2:15 p.m. in the Millberry Union Gym-
nasium. Nopartner needed. Instructor is Dean Linscott, x 1660.$1.50 donation.

Trygstad celebration
The campus community is invited to a reception honoring Thena Trygstad in her
new post ofvice chancellor, personnel and student services. Trygstad, who assumed
the position in July, has responsibility for staff personnel, affirmative action, stu-
dent health services, relations with students and staff organizations and student
business services, including food service, bookstore, recreation, housing and the
Child Care-Study Center. The reception is set for Tuesday, October 2, in the com-
bined lounges ofMillberry Union from 4 to 6 p.m.

Healing and Wholeness lectures
Paths of Healing and Wholeness is a campus organization which sponsors weekly
lectures on topics related to all aspects of human health: emotional, mental,
physical and spiritual. Lectures take place on Fridays, noon to 1 p.m. in N517.
On September 28 Barbara Findeisen presents "Therapeutic Implications of
PrenatalLife." Findeisen is a psychotherapist who uses the STAR process, a regres-
sion technique.

On October 5 Richard Rainbow explains his approach to SHEN therapy during
"Pain: Where thePhysical and Emotional Interface."Rainbow offers a workshop in
SHEN therapy on threeSaturdays. October 13, November 3, and December 1. Call
Margaret Child atx4414 to register. «

Extraterrestrial extinctions
Nobel laureate Luis Alvarex, PhD., one of the originators of the theory that an
asteroid or comet impact caused the extinction of the dinosaurs, will speak on
"Mass Extinctions and TheirExtraterrestrial Causes" at the ninth annual Gordon
Tomkins Lecture and Concert on September28, at 3 PM in Cole Hall. Preceding the
lecture, celebrated pianist Charles Rosen will perform various classical piano pieces.
Rosen is to perform later that evening with the San Francisco Symphony.

Wallerstein on psychiatry
Robert S. Wallerstein, chairman of the Department of Psychiatry here speaks Oc-
tober 1, 6to 7:30 p.m. on "The ChangingNature of Psychiatry." The lecture willbe
held in the Langley Porterauditorium, and refreshments will be served.

Instructional improvement projects
The regents have made available a fund for instructional improvement projects to be
completed during the 1984-85 academic year. Faculty and students are invited to
submit proposals. Application forms can be requested from Academic Services,
SSB, lower level, x2219. The deadlineforproposalsubmissions is October 31, 1984.

Affirmativeaction awards
The faculty development awards are intended to provide support for talented junior
faculty who hold ladder appointments, but may encounter unusual obstacles in
developing the substantialrecords in research and creative work necessary for ad-
vancement to tenure. Contact Academic Services, SSB, lowel level, x2218. October
31. 1984 is the deadline.

Women welcome women
The Women's Resource Center and the Chancellor's Advisory Committee on the
Status of Women are sponsoring a reception for women at UCSF. The event will beheld Wednesday, October 10, from 4 to 6 p.m. in the Faculty/Alumni House, 745
Parnassus Aye. Refreshments willbe served. Resource information tables willbe setup for organizations wishing to display information on the services they provide.The following day, Thursday, October 11. 1984, the Women's Resource Center is
holding an open house at 1308-BThird Aye., from 11 a.m. to 1p.m. Call 666-5836for more information.

Black StudentHealth Dance
The Black Student Health Association presents its Annual Faculty/Student Din-
ner Dance on Friday, September 28. The event is being held at the Rainbow
Lounge & Restaurant, 3737 Broadway in Oakland and starts at 7:30 p.m.Minimum donation: $3. Contact Donna Hinman, 564-7906 for more information.

Tutorial services
The Health Sciences Special Services Program offers tutorial services for socio-
economically disadvantaged students. If you need help with any subjects throughoutthe school year, tutors are available at the HSSSP Office. Contact Carol Stadum atx4373, 1322-3rd Aye.
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Medical Burlesque is a smash hit
By William Meecham
Acting Editor in Chief

I enjoy being a student at UCSF, in part,
because my classmates are so interesting.
Dramatic evidence of their talentwas last
Friday's gala "Medical School Bur-
lesque," which the second-year class
presented to the incoming crew.

The good-humored and humorous
nature of the show make it perilous to
analyze the content, but it was in-
teresting to notice how mcd students
were, in general, portrayed as either
"nerds," or "nerdbusters." Thus we see
the "Haawrvaard" graduate (Harry Den-
nis) nauseating his classmates, the super-
woman with 17 kids and a Nobel Prize
winner (Caroline Hellings) intimidating
an "ordinary" colleague (Cliff Schmies-
ing).

Naturally our identification is with the
underdogs and the harshest ridicule
directed at the arrogant twits. Yet each
of us had to act perfect in order to get ac-
cepted here, and who among us doesn't
enjoy impressing our classmates?

The content of this play, and last
year's too, suggests we share hidden
doubts and fears, while rejecting the

•
Theater
Review

facades we sport daily by necessity. This
may be pressing what was fantastic fun
for more symbolic meaning than is war-
ranted, but then, at best, psycomedy is
an imperfect science.

The pieces were writtenby many of the
performers, and was produced by Matt
Eisenberg, Dan Gunther, Lynn Pappas
and Jonathan Pevsner.

Although grappling with such difficult
topics- as how to "whine your way to
alienation" and "skate your way to
regularity," the production managed to
avoid excessive melodrama.

The dean's lectures presented by
Eisenberg set the tone, proving that even
liver lobules can be fun. David Begert's
deadpan portrayal of Mr. Rogers in mcd
school ("Can you say perpetual fog?")
was delightful, and reflected, perhaps,
how some of us feel as UC mcd tells us
what to do and when to do it.

Clint McClanahan convincingly
enacted the experience many mcd
students have, as they find themselves ir-
resistibly attracting scores of attractive
potential mates, in the face of school
responsibilities.

Karen Ragland beautifully sang a
poignant ode to the loss of our leisure
time: "Don't Get Around Much
Anymore." Kevin Walsh aroused the
crowd as Alan Luddin racing to the stage
for Interview Password, a gameshow im-

mortalized by Mark Melberg's per-
formance as a man in control of his
brain.

A tribute to Dr. J. DeGrpot was the
penultimate skit of the first semester,
and was followed by 'Nerdbusters," sung
impressively by Conrad Smith.

In the second act Marti Welman per-
formed as the "anatomy nanny" with
overwhelmed mcd student Ric Sletten in
"Flexor Digitorum Superficialiosis."
Where was my anatomy nanny last year?
JonathanPevsner, with his highly skilled
voice, sang "J Left My Heart in San
Francisco" from the perspective of a lab
cadaver.

"Thriller" stole the show as the most
applicable popular song, with Furman
Wells portraying Michael Jackson in the
13th floor laboratory. Pappas and Gun-
ther sang with professional talent a duet,
"Studying Is All That I Do," which,
along with Gunther's "Shut Up and Suf-
fer," gave voice to our frustration with
the mcd school experience.

John Foster reminded us that drug
studies can be enjoyed as well as pay for
our education. Finally "La Freak Out,"
by the ensemble, was extremely upbeat
and bursting with the enthusiasm of a
cast that excelled.

Without doubt, Andy Gardner and
Bill Detmer earned the prize for the most
hilarious outfits ever worn in a lecture
hall.

There is not enough space for me to
praise individually all who deserve it, so
let me emphasize thatevery minute of the
play was a joy, and all who contributed
should feel impressed witlv themselves.
As for those of us who didn't contribute. . .Well, at least we are in the same
class.

■—■——— PHOTO BY RICH GUERRA
A familiar sceneto medical students, the Admissions Committee with Dean Al Jones.

It's Friday night and you've got the creeps? Call Nerdbusters!
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maternal anemia or an elevated level of
red blood cells, cigarette smoking and
premature delivery.

Naeye and others emphasize it still is
too early to say these factors cause SIDS.
Even so, they are enthusiastic because
this is the first time researchers have
found any one group of factors that share
a common theme.

Role of hypoxia
If fetal hypoxia is the common thread

researchers have been seeking, by what
mechanism might it act? According to
SIDS researchers, the damage to the
brain stem from decreased levels of
oxygen affects the infant's breathing
ability by making its brain less sensitive
to levelsof carbon dioxide in theblood.

Dr. Daniel C. Shannon, associate
professor of pediatrics at Harvard
Medical School, explains: "One of the
signals which triggers a breath is a rise in
the level of carbon dioxide in the blood.
If cells in the brain stem were damaged
as a result of fetal hypoxia, they might
not react normally and the infant
wouldn't breathe on cue. The level of
carbon dioxide would continue rising
even higher and that would further
depress breathing — the final result
would be death."

Shannon and others emphasize,
however, that this explanation is only one
of many possibilities. But it is supported
by the observation that some infants who
survived SIDS-like episodes and some
who were studied before they died
showed decreased sensitivity to carbon

dioxide.
There are other elements in the

equation. Steinschneider points out that
SIDS occurs most often between two and
four or five months of age, "when an
infant's sleep patterns are changing
dramatically. And we know this change
figures prominently in thepuzzle."

The puzzle is more perplexing, Naeye
comments, because SIDS is "a disease
where the first sign that something is
wrong is often death."

"Pursuing SIDS is a lot like peeling an
onion," he warns. "You go through one
layer after another and never seem to get
to the center." Still, he feels that fetal
hypoxia "represents the best lead we've
had so far."

Though it is possible to say that certain
pre-natal events predispose infants to
SIDS, not all infants who experience
those events become SIDS victims.
Steinschneider thinks some
environmental factor "probably tips the
scale."

Reaching for prevention
Despite the improved understanding

of the underlying causes of many SIDS
deaths, prevention is yet another matter.
Anemia can be prevented,
Steinschneider notes, and expectant
mothers should stop smoking. But other
factors may not be so easy to deal with.
Researchers also emphasize that SIDS
may not have a single cause. .

"What we have found is a common
theme, and that is something we are very
excited about and we are all vigorously
pursuing it," says Dr. Dorothy Kelly,
assistant professor of Pediatrics at
Harvard Medical School. "However, it
wouldbe wrong to create the impression
that SIDS is due to only one thing."

Naeye echoes Kelly's comments.
"Control of breathing problems probably
accounts for about 60 percent of SIDS
deaths. The other 40 percent remain an
enigma."

As to prevention, Naeye observes,
"The dreamis that someday we'llbe able
to come up with a simple and inexpensive
way to screen all infants to determine
whether they might be potential SIDS
victims." But, he adds, turning that
dream into reality is likely to be a very
formidable task.

Pacific News Service

On guard against SIDS
Parents of the SIDS victims

must ultimately face the
question of whether or not

to have another child.
Unfortunately, they have reason to

fear the nightmare might recur. If one
child has died of SIDS or had a "near-
SIDS" episode, other children are
seven to 10 times more likely to die
from it than those born to a family
with no such history.

This does not mean SIDS is
hereditary, says SIDS Institute presi-
dent Dr. Alfred Steinschneider. who
thinks the increased risk probably is
due to environmental factors.

Researchers do believe they have
something which may ease parent's
fears and might save at least some
potential SIDS victims' lives.

For just over 10 years, doctors have
been monitoring the breathing of cer-
tain selected infants at home. The
monitor sounds an alarm if the baby
fails to breathe within an allotted
time, usually 20 seconds.

But the practice raises a number of
questions: Who should be monitored?
Will home monitoring save lives? Will
it have harmful psychological effects
on the infant and parents? How long
should monitoring last?

Doctors agree that monitoring every
newborn is not justified, but the cen-
tral question of just which infant to
monitorremains.

Most researchers agree that "high
risk" infants should be watched —

brothers and sisters of SIDS and
"near-SIDS" victims, those who have
had "near-SIDS" episodes, and
premature infants who show problems
withbreathing in the nursery.

It's possible to study the sleep pat-
terns and carbon dioxide response of
such infants, but the predictive value
of these tests have been questioned.

Dr. M. Heather Bryan of the
University of Toronto says that
without conclusive evidence that the
tests have such value the only
reasonable position is to monitor
"high risk" infants whose parents re-
quest it. She also points out that there
are substantial costs involved.

Psychological questions are another
factor. A monitor in the home, one
authority points out, makes parents
feel there is something "not right"
about their baby, and that feeling is
transmitted to the infant.

But the most telling question is
simply, "Does home monitoring save
lives?" And the simple answer is that
there is no evidence it does. Harvard
Medical School's Dr. Daniel Shannon
says, "That may not be something
that is provable. Our goal is to avoid
deaths, and we belive monitors help to
do that. Otherwise, we wouldn't be
doing so much of it."

—Barry V inocur

Pacific News Service

continued from page 1
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Steaming laundry

. " '■"-^

PHOTOBY PAULA ABEND
Fire trucks rushed to campus September 24, responding to an8:30 a.m. call from the Laundry/Storehouse building adjacent toHealth Sciences East. The flames spread through air vents aftera dryer overheated, causing property damage. Firefightersspent 45 minutes fighting the blaze, according to Battalion ChiefGregory Abell.

News Update

Medi-Cal cutbacks
hurt indigents
Medi-Cal funding cuts implemented
in 1982 by the state legislature have
had a significantly adverse effect on
medically indigent adults whose
benefits were terminated, according to
a UCLA study. The general health of
186 medically indigent adults was
co .pared to that of a similar group
still receiving Medi-Cal benefits in a
six-month period following the cut-
backs. Results of the study, funded by
the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
Clinical Scholars Program, were
recently published in the New
England Journal ofMedicine.

Hospice facing
financial crisis
Disputed Medicare payments to the
San Francisco Hospice may force the
home nursing service for the terminal-
ly ill to close. The federal Health Care
Financing Agency plans to collect
$275,000 it retroactively decided was
incorrectly paid by withholding 20
percent of the hospice's payments
beginning in October.

In dispute are charges for nursing
services rendered between 1981 and
1983. Auditors say the hospice failed
to prove the necessity of some skilled
nursing visits and that its records fail-
ed to differentiate between skilled
nursing services and other services,
such as housekeeping and grief
counseling for the dying, which are
not covered.

Medical students
need liberal arts
A stronger emphasis in the
humanities, social sciences and other
liberal arts fields is needed to make
health care professionals more caring
individuals, concluded a 48-page
study by leading educators. The
report, entitled "Physicians for the
21st Century," was produced by an
18-member panel chaired by Steven
Muller, president of John Hopkins
University. Among the report's
recommendations were:

• Less reliance on standardized
tests for admittance into medical
school;

• Fewer lectures and more in-
dependent study;

• More scholarships for minority
and needy students.

Protest ticks off
UCD researchers
The Animal Liberation Front, op-
ponents of research, has struck again,
this time in the Davis, Calif., area.
According to UC Davis' California
Aggie, several homes and businesses
were evacuated after the group left
two ticking boxes near the homes of
two researchers. Targets of the attack
were UCD Primate Center Director
Charles Cornelius and Assistant
Director Andrew Hendricks.

A shoebox-sized box left on the
porch of Hendricks' home contained
the mechanicsm from a wind-up
alarm clock, crumped newspaper and
a copy of Animal Liberation by Peter
Singer. A similar box was left with one
of Cornelius' neighbors in an apparent
address mixup. Officials later
declared thepackages harmless.

Research snag
for Stanford
A September 18 article in the San Jose
Mercury News has got medical
educators buzzing. The article zeroed
in a "crisis of confidence" Stanford
University's School of Medicine is
having because of its heavy emphasis
on research as opposed to clinical
training. Stanford is searching for a
dean for the mcd school, who must
face problems associated with:

• A decrease in available grant
money;

• Greater reliance on patient fees as
a source of income coupled with a
reluctance on the part of insurers to
underwrite the kind of high-tech
medicineStanford specializes in;

• Pressure on professors to choose
research over caring for the sick.

Paperless aliens
face higher fees
UC Regents have decided to comply
with an attorney general's opinion
that undocumented aliens should be
charged non-resident fees. The
California State University system and
community colleges already follow this
policy.

Several regents, however, expressed
support for five Latino students who
are suing the university, claiming the
non-resident fee violates the equal
protection provision of the state con-
stitution.
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said. He stated that 35 percent of Cana-
dian drinking is fluoridated. In the
United States, to date, every court deci-
sion banning fluoride has been overturn-
ed by a higher court. There is one case
still pending. "No court of last resort has
ever rendered an opinion adverse to
fluoridation on the grounds of safety, ef-
ficacy, or constitutionality."

Should fluoride be compared to
thalidomide? Hal Holbrook, an assistant
research physiologist in UCSF's Depart-
ment of Obstetrics and Gynecology said
no. Thalidomide never passed the
rigorous testing of the U.S. Federal Drug
Administration and was used on a very
small patient population. Since fluoride
use is wide-spread, "birth defects would
have shown quickly," according to
Holbrook. The San Francisco water sup-
ply has been fluoridated since 1952.

While, privately, many doctors scoffed
at Nelder's recent fluoride statements,
there is evidence that the antifluorida-
tionist campaign is no joke.

An article in the September 1984 issue
of American Baby magazine contends
that public referenda are "the most suc-
cessful strategy to date," according to the
article.

Unable to pass critical scientific
review, with their few court victories
overturned, the fluoride foes are taking
their case to the people. "Anything goes
in the political arena where the very fact
of areferendum seems to legitimatize any

question of safety."
In 1983 a measure to add fluoride to

the drinking water in Springfield, Mass.,
was voted down by a more than 2-1
margin. The pro-fluoride campaign was
mounted by doctors and dentists and
supported by local newspapers and
businesses as well as the WHO. the
League of Women Voters and the AFL-
CIO. The antifluoridation force raised
only $3,000, had no organizational sup-
port and used data, thearticle contends,
that "was replete with factual errors and
information taken out of context. But the
misinformation apparently worked."

Will Wendy Nelder pursue a referen-
dum on fluoride? To date, she is
undecided but this is a David-and-
Goliath fight she seems to relish. Nelder
authored Proposition P, which created
an ordinance limiting workplace smok-
ing, and sees its passage as a victory of
public awareness over the tobacco in-
dustry. She considers San Francisco a
"health-conscious" electorate and
believes her concerns will be vindicated
when all the fluoride information is
before the public.

Though a measure banning use of
fluoride would, most certainly, be op-
posed by the same medical community
which supported her Proposition P ef-
forts, Nelder is undeterred. "Since (the
"vested interests") have all said that
fluoride is okay," she asked, "what are
the rest of us supposed to do? Roll over
and play dead?"
Paul Herron is a staffemployee at UCSF.

AM aerobics class
for mixed company
The thought of getting up at 5:30

in the morning is enough tomake
most people gasp. But for the

hardy souls ofAM Challenge, UCSF's
6:30 a.m. aerobics class, that's the
whole point. Gasping for air, sweating
with exertionand stretching the limits
of endurance— the earlier the better— are what it's all about.

And if you think it's surprising that
so many people would roll out of bed
and into a gym by the light of dawn,
then you might be surprised that so
many AM fans are men.

Ever since the aerobics craze caught
on, participants have been associated
with color-coordinated sweats and
curving, if slim, figures. But if last
quarter's enrollment is any indication
(13; teen and 1$ women), men and
aerobics are a good match.

"The men seem to add spirit to the
class," said Gail Onishi, "They're the
most enthusiastic."

Enthusiasm, humor and human in-
terest; One of AM's roost avid men,
Elmer Latimore, may say "The thing I
like best is the abusive exercises. r *
But, for Elmer, the health benefits
and friendly competition with
classmate Luigi .Licari added a new
dimension for the whole class.

Doctor's orders prompted Latlroore
to take on the AM challenge in an ef-
fort to lose weight and control a
dangerously high Wood pressure,
Luigi Licari, who lives near campus,
but works in the East Bay, found that
the 6:30 class was just about the only
way to fit more exercise into his busy• schedule.

It didn't take long forLa timoreand
Licari to compare waistlines and agree
to a contest to see who could lose the
most inchesby the end of summer.

Working out with three-pound
weights in his hand, Licari managed
to shed four and a half inches.off his
then 41-inch middle- Latimorc, justas
intense, took off 20 pounds and edged
Licari out of the waist-trimming
match; bringing his 44-inch waist
down to 37inches.

"My goalis a 28-inch waist." crack-
ed the hefty Latimore. "Yeah, we call
him 28 in the locker room," said
fellow aerobicizer Matt Eisenberg.

The women of AM Challenge seem
to agree that the men add a special
something. "The men' are great.
They're inspiring," said Mary Ann
Gholson, a SFGH researcher who
joined the class looking for a tough
workout.

Onishi tailors her class to the
higher-than-average male enrollment
and the fact thatmany of the women
are athletic. "I don't have a lot of
dance movements, so it's easierfor the
guys," said Onishi who packs her
class with a combination of stretching,

'' ■'■■"'■ "■'■■"■■"■■■■"■■'iiiiiiiiniiii-in- ,(■'■■■■■'■■■■ '■■'■'■■'■'■■■■'■■■■■'■■'■■■■■ '■■'■■ ''"■' '■■■■ ■■■■:---: ■'■'■■■■■■■■ ■■■■'

aerobic and floorrepetitions,
"You know we're working if the

guys are sweating," said Latimore,
who manages to soak through two
hospital fatigue tops in a session.

"It's always challenging," agreed
Gholson. "You can always do the ex-
ercisesharder or faster."

The men, for their part, have a
healthy respect for the women in the »
class, even though their presence can
take some getting used to. "I'dalways
get in the front row," said Latimore,
"so I wouldn't be attracted ... I mean
distracted . . . by all the 36-28-36s in
the class."

Onishi said there's a lot of social
bonding that takes place in the class
that tends to reinforce everybody's
motivation. "The biggest challenge to
AM Challenge is getting out of bed."

But once the AM bug bites, early-
morning exercise fever sets in. "The
first two weeks were very hard," said
Licari, "but after a while it becomes
routine. Now I get up at 6 o'clock
every morning and get into work ear-
ly-"

For his part, Latimore wouldn't
miss a class, even though he lives in
Oakland. "When I'm.late I ride my
Harley Davidson," he said. "I once
made it to a class from Sacramento In
one and a halfhours on the bike."

So, if you think all those classes
you've enrolled in won't leave you time
to get into shape, take a deep breath
and setyour alarm clock.

—Paula Abend
Registration for AM Challenge and
other Millberry Union recreation
classes begins next Wednesday. See
the Recreation Calendar on page 8 or
call 666-1800for details.
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CALL 921-0477FOR BROCHURE AND SCHEdULE

"APLEASANT ALTERNATIVE
THE � GARDEN � COTTAGE

is a small cozily furnished one-bedroom
home near U.C. with a large fully-equipped
kitchen, a garage,and a fenced-in yard.
Daily, weekly, monthly rates, 2-night minimum
CALL 751-3666 FOR MORE INFORMATION

——Thought Box 1
The doctor's ultimate responsibility
lies not in what he can do, but in how
humanly committed to people he can
be.

—David E. Reiser, M.D.
from Patient Interviewing:

The Human Dimension
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National CarRentalrriakes it easy.
Our creditcard is nowavailable to qualified college juniors, seniorsand
grad students who possess a valid driver's license and qualify from a
credit standpoint Ifsa privilege you worit find at most other car rental
companies. And it can doa lotforyou:

NoFees! Unlike some charge cards, there is no up-front costor annual
feefor National's card

Establish Oedit! _bu don.need a long credit history to qualifyAnd it
will helpyou build a positive credit rating

Slick! No tong forms to fill out at rental time, no hassles with cash deposits.
TltmS-SpOrtable! National has cars to fit any occasion-from economy

up to luxury cars, from station wagons to sports cars. And National offers
special low rates forweekend and weekly rentals atmost locations.

Reliable! National is wellknown for clean, top-condition rental cars.
VVhen you plan a road trip plan foran easy getawayUse the National .
YIPcredit card, the easy way to _4f_MHfIPM-_-M_M_____
be a Road Scholar _J^^______^^^^^^^^J___V
Pick up an application on jM%%i::-J* WW*W*'campus or at a nearby
National Car Rental A "L+J

M mmwa
You deserve ■ ■National attention! ™ ■
_________________________________________f^^^^T_^____________________^^^^________^^

Availableat:
SANFRANCISCO SAN JOSE

Pier 1Embarcadero 397-6567 San JoaaMunicipal Airport 2961344
550 O Parral 474-6300 RedLion Inn 2951344
531Sutt_r 788-4941 PALOALTO

OAKLAND 4216 El CaminoReal ....4933012
CUremontßeeort 644-2114l



financial morass, according to Freeman.
But campus officials clearly have high
hopes for the venture. The $150,000
renovation and equipment cost was
borne by the Chancellor's office, with no
direct MU funding, according to Trent
Spaulding of UCSF's budget office.

Also at the top of the survey respon-
dants' wish list was enhanced recreation
and entertainment of the variety now
provided by the Program, Recreation
and Operations (PRO) department.

But unlike the food service face-lift,
the PRO will not receive an injection of
funds to beef-up its services. According
to department managerAl Minvielle, the
$1.2 million dollar budget he oversees
may have to shrink to make ends meet.

Ironically, one place these cuts could
happen is in the Committee for Arts and
Lectures (CAL), despite the fact that the
kind of entertainment it sponsors topped
the survey results.

Although CAL has never been ex-
pected to be a money maker, Freeman
said it has a $16,000 deficitprojection for
the current year. If other PRO sections
cannot subsidize CAL, "we will have to
look at other alternatives," Freeman
said. "Cuts are likely."

As for recreation itself, non-student
membership fees have increased substan-
tially. Minvielle said this reflects UCSF's
unique situation: a small student base
and no academic physical education
courses which could qualify for state
funding.

He said MU is the only student union
in the UC system that provides athletic
facilities. Because deficits must be cur-
tailed, Minvidle added, the recreation
program must be self-supporting.

"Our objective is to maintain our cur-
rent level of services with no noticeable
cuts," said Minvielle. If cuts are
necessary, he said, they will be in pro-
grams that are neither self-supporting
nor paid for by student registration fees.

For example, the campus golf and ten-
nis tournaments and the Mount Sutro
Run are in serious jeopardy. CAL could
become a nine-month program, ending
summer activities, when fewer students
are around to take advantage of them.

Freeman said there are a number of
plans underway to augment overall
revenues. The first of these — one of the
highest priorities indicated in the survey
— is the installation of an automated
teller machine, replacing the human
check-cashing service adjacent MU's
central desk.

At this point the machine may be a
mixed blessing. It is displacing two check
cashing jobs (although one of the two
employees has found a new job in the
bookstore) and resulted in remodeling
which has cut into an already meager stu-
dent game room.

On the positive side, anyone on cam-
pus, regardless of which bank they
patronize, will be able to use the machine
for a small service charge. More ATMs
are on the way, Freeman said, and
should eventually bring in a healthy ren-
tal fee.

Freeman also plans to increase sales of
magazines and convenience goods at
various locations around campus. New
retail shops may be added to augment
the flower kiosk on MU Plaza.

Amid all the hustle and bustle to turn
MU red ink into black, however, the
facility most preferred by survey
respondents — no money-maker — was
excluded from current plans: a quiet
space for reading or meditation. That
essential part of university life, con-
templation, must take a back seat to
economic realities for now.

Millberry Union
continued from page 1
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David A. Heffelfinger, D.D.S.
Thomas M. Thickett, D.D.S.

GENERAL
DENTISTRY

FOR CHILDREN & ADULTS
I Evening & Saturday Appointments Available

(415)566-3305 180424th Avenue
(Corner of Noriega)

San Francisco, CA 94122

AQUARIAN AGE
COMPUTER CENTER

COMPUTERS SERVING HUMANITY

PIED PIPER
COMPUTER

$595.
includes

\ PERFECT WRITER, CALC, SPELLER, FILER
/ BOOK DISK DRIVE

Warehouse Clearance -Reduced From $ 1295
Limited to Stock on Hand

415/386-3980
301 BALBOA SAN FRANCISCO 94118

AUTO ACCIDENT?
Free Legal Advice
for UCSF Students

320Judah, #7
66CV-4342

£%mSsmx\ Birth
Control
Blues?

Try the Cervical Cap!
j • Can be left In placefor 3 days

• Uses littleor no spermicide
• 90-95% effective

Elizabeth Katy
Davis O'Leary

SF 753-5997 Berk. 525-9218
Woman-to-Woman Clinics
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The Maimonadies Society
In conjunction with

The Institute for
Jewish Medical Ethics

of the Hebrew Academy of San Francisco
Cordially invites you

to a seminar on

"The Orphan Embryo"
The frozen embryo in Melbourne, Australia has caused
controversy and stimulated thought. We will discuss the
ramifications and ideas generated from this incident.

Rabbi Pinchas Lipner
Lecturer

Thursday, October 4
Noon RoomCl3o

University of California Medical Center
For additional information and reservations,

call the Hebrew Academy at 752-7490 or 752-7491



Millberry
Union
Calendar
CAL
Calendar
Thursday, September 27
FILM: "La Traviata." Director Zef-
firelli's version of the classic opera, the
affair between the consumptive
courtesan Violetta and her lover
Alfredo, played by the famed Placido
Domingo. Cole Hall Auditorium. 5:45
p.m. ONLY. $1.50/$2/$2.50.

Friday, September28
FILM: "La Traviata." See Thursday,
September 27 for location, description
and prices 6:30 and 8:30p.m.

Tuesday, October2
WELCOME BACK. A special celebra-
tion hosted by Millberry Union.
Millberry Union central plaza. Noon to 1
p.m. FREE.

Friday, October 5
Film: "Romancing The Stone. "The fast-
paced comedy-adventure set in New York
and tropical Columbia with Kathleen
Turner "Body Heat" and Michael
Douglas. Cole Hall Auditorium 6:30 and
8:30 p.m. $1.50/$2./$2.50.

Winners of the Millberry Union
Welcome Back Raffle for students
are: Estela Garcia, a $10 gift cer-
tificate at You See Flowers; Melissa
Blount, two tickets to the Blue Flame
String Band Concert; Thomas
Thomas, an individual weight training
session at Millberry Union; Jeff
Nebenzahl, a $12.50 credit for equip-
ment rental at Outdoors Unlimited;
Kathy Roskos, a $12.50 credit for
equipment rental at Outdoors
Unlimited; Kevin Lee, complete din-
ner at the Milberry Cafe; Winnie
Zing, a free Millberry Union locker
for the year; Amy Beckman, a free
pass for two to the movie of her choice
at Cole HallCinema; Phil Ohlson, two
nights lodging on a cross-country ski
trip sponsored by Outdoors
Unlimited; Sue Broadway, two tickets
to the CAL special presentation of the
Mark Naftalin Blues Explosion; Den-
nis Lindeberg and Steve Waite, a
stethoscope from the Millberry Union
Bookstore; Wai Lav, Margaret War-
rick, Tom Chen and Chris Ippolito, a
bag of Almost Heaven popcorn.

Winners may collect their prizes by
phoning Mara Goldberg at x2541. All
prizes must be collected no later than
October 10. 1984.

Wednesday, October 10
TWILIGHT CONCERT: Pipin's Pocket
Opera Our first Twilight concert of the
'84-'B5 season presents an especially
light-hearted program of Offenbach,
Sondheim and other Broadway com-
posers. Millberry Union Lounges, Recep-
tion 5 p.m.. Concert 5:45 to 7 p.m. $3
UCSF Students/Seniors/MU Members;
$4 General, available at Millberry Union
Central Desk, 666-2571.

RecreationCalendar
Wednesday, October 3
MILLBERRY UNION FALL
REGISTRATION: Registration for fall
recreation classes, events and special ac-
tivities at Millberry Union begins
Wednesday, October 3, for M.U.
members and students; Thursday, Oc-
tober4, for Children's programs;Friday,
October 5, for the general public.
Register at Millberry Union's Central
Desk, 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. and 4 to 7 p.m.

GreatEscapes
September29-October 13
SAILING CLASSES: Beginning Sailing,
Fee $115/$125; Intermediate Sailing,
Feeslls/$125.

Septemhber 30
SAIL OUTING: S.F. Bay, Fee $26/$3O.

October 6
SAILING CLASS: S.F. Bay, Level 1,Fee
$89/$95

Register for ,the above activities at the
Athletic Control Desk Millberry Union.

OutdoorsUnlimited
September 29
BENEFIT BOOGIE: Tenth Anniversary
Benefit Boogie. Dance to BAMMY
award winner Ron Thompson and the
Resistors. Millberry Union, 500 Par-
nassus aye. Donation $4.50 includes
refreshments. $500 in raffle prizes,
tickets $1.00 at O.U. or at the door.
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SLAngelo Resume Service ,
design-write.edit-type

word processing

resumes typing mailing lists
coverletters texti hit inc. promotionalmaterials

please call for an appointment

1 imsgoughsan kancisco-camiot-ulsi673-5085

Synapse party in Millberry West on Fri-
day, 4-6 p.m. Be there!

LEGAL PROBLEMS?
Free Legal Advice
for UCSF Students

320Judah, *7
666-4342

Come See
our broad selection of
Sale Books Cookbooks
Literature Psychology
Travel Metaphysics
GiftBooks Juveniles
Compi'ter Books and Magazines

FANNING'S
BC|)KS

1348 9th Aye. between Irving & Judah
10am - 6:30 pm Mori-Sat 564-7094

mClassified

OREGON COAST: 3-level, 3-
bedroom, solar house on 20 mile
beach near Lincoln City. Hiking to
secluded caves, fishing, surfing,
SSOO/week. 566-6407.

Housematewanted. Short-term —now to Feb. Noe Valley. 2 BR
house, 10 mm drive UC, near bus.
$400+. 824-3678.

GOVERNMENT JOBS. $16,559-
-$50,553/ye«r. Now Hiring. For
Directory. Call 805-687-6000,Ext.
R-6132.

Medical student seeks native Man-
darin speaker for 2 hours/week ex
hange of English-Mandarin con-
versation. Stress medical
technology. Susan 648-9470.

PAID VOLUNTEERS for studyof
respiration during sleep of aging
adults. Requirements: 60 plus
years; 30-50 yean for control.
Good health;' no sleep problems.
Spend three consecutive nights in
lab, $20 per night. Details: 681
8080X405.

NEW TO THE CITY? Activities
Club. Parties, Wine-Tastings,
Sailings, Picnics, Restaurants,
Theatre, Skiing. Membership Re-
quirements: University Graduate,
Single. 388-3503.

RESEARCH PAPERS! 306-page
catalog — 15,278 topics! Rush
$2.00. RESEARCH, 11322Idaho.
#206 MB, Los Angeles 90025.
(213)477-8226.

End Math Anxiety Now.
Arithmetic to College Algebra,
Statistics too. University Pro-.
fessor, Stanley Stern. 863-9958.

Word processing; will do theses,
proposals, manuscripts, reports,
resumes, multiple letters.
Reliable, experienced. CaU Iris,
221-8249.

The Word Factory! Your partner
in producing perfect papers! Typ-
ing, word processing: Sl/double
■paced page, includes spelling
check. 928-4224

Typing, word-processing. Pro
quality at low rates. Editing ser-
vicesavaUable. CallPaul or Susan,
751-5485.

Word Processing Services, Theses,
Manuscripts, Term Papers, $2.00
page, Minor Revisions Free.
Specializing in Pesonalized
Repetitive Letters. 24-Hour Ser-
vice. 929-8375.

Is ittrue youcan buy jeepsfor $44
through die U.S. government?Get
the facts today! Call 1-312-742-
-1142, Ext. 6201

Looking for a place to celebrate
Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur?
S.F. Hillel offers High Holy day
tickets free for students but they

'must be ordered in advance. Join
the Jewish student community in
observing these holidays. Call ut
(we're closed this Thursday and
Friday) to order tickets at 333-
-4922.

What's being Jewish got to do with
it? The S.F. Jewish Graduate
Association offers programs on
medical and legal issues affecting
the Jewish community plus
cultural and social activities. A
great forum for exploring Jewish
issue* and meeting other graduate
students. Call Rob at S.F. Hillel,

333-4922, for more information or
tobeplaced on the mailing list.

Synapse classified advertising
costs $3 for each 20 words or any
fraction of20 words. Ads must be
paid in advance and maybe sent to
us c/o MU Central Desk, UCSF,
94143.For more information, call
666-2211.

UCSF students may place
classified ads at no cost (20-word
maximum) by taking their ads to
the Synapse office, 1324 Third
Aye. All classified ads must be in
our hands by noon the Friday
before issuedate.

am
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	PHOTO BY RICH GUERRA Second-year mcd hams Jonathan Pevsner, Harry Dennis, Mike Hughes and Jeff Drutman (left to right) were part of last week's "Medical School Burlesque." See page 3 for a review and more pictures.
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	. " '■" -^ PHOTO BY PAULA ABEND Fire trucks rushed to campus September 24, responding to an 8:30 a.m. call from the Laundry/Storehouse building adjacent to Health Sciences East. The flames spread through air vents after a dryer overheated, causing property damage. Firefighters spent 45 minutes fighting the blaze, according to Battalion Chief Gregory Abell.
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